360° material is a dual projection film which produces a perfectly viewable image on both sides at the same time, with a 180° viewing angle on both sides (360°). This unique screen technology performs well even in high ambient light and can be used for either front or rear projection, making it ideal for those difficult installs. The film is available in a range of standard screen sizes (30” – 130”), in wholesale roll format (10 and 30 metre rolls) or by the linear metre off the roll (1650mm/65*wide). Custom shapes and sizes are also available and multiple pieces can be joined to create large format displays. 360° film is manufactured with a self adhesive layer meaning it can be easily applied to glass or plexiglas (non adhesive version also available).

### Features

- High gain - 5.7
- Colour - off white
- Thickness - 120 micron
- High contrast / definition
- Perfect colour reproduction
- Apply to glass or plexiglas (self adhesive)

### Benefits

- Dual projection (image on both sides)
- Front or rear projection
- 180° viewing (both sides)
- Standard screen sizes 30” - 130”
- Custom sizes & shapes available
- Wholesale 10m & 30m rolls available
- Roll width - 1650mm / 65”

### Applications

- Shop window displays
- POP / POS displays
- Exhibition / events
- Video / advertising screen
- Pubs, clubs & bars
- Advertising displays
- Museums / visitor attractions

### Accessories

- Soundpods
- Interactive touch foils
- A4 samples
- Installation guide